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Resultado final

Documents, reports (2)

**FirEUrisk network establishment and register**

Report on FirEUrisk network establishment and register including End-Users Advisory Board, Scientific Forum and other EU projects.
Management and action plan for End-users involvement in pilots and demos

This report consists of an action plan of activities to promote the participation in the [DA], PS and EU demonstrations of the largest possible number of end users and stakeholders. The plan shall (1) Involve project committees; (2) Promote and allow remote participation for non-locals; (3) Enlarge regional/national/local stakeholders engagement; (4) establish a calendar of actions and materials for pre/during/post PS event; (5) Engage new stakeholders and evaluate the impact upon new communities (6) Complement WP6 dissemination plans.

Websites, patent fillings, videos etc. (1)

Initial communication bundle

An initial communication bundle will be developed with a view to presenting the project, its goals, partners, activities planned and expected impact to a broad audience. This bundle will include multiformat communication material including a motion graphics animation, poster infographics and a leaflet. All these materials will incorporate a distinctive visual identity for the consortium and project developed for public exposure of the proposal and portray a memorable image of FirEUriSck.